
 

 

Our core purpose, our 
passion, is to make a 

positive and profound 
difference in the lives of 

our clients and in the 
communities we serve.  

~Hudock Capital 
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Five Things You Should Know About Q4 
1. S&P 500 Ends Year at All-Time High: Stocks rallied post-
election and ended the quarter up +12%... and +18% for 2020. 
 
2. Small Caps and Value Stocks Outperform: After lagging 
most of the year, small caps and value stocks finally                
outperformed large cap growth and tech stocks. 
 
3. Congress Passes Another Stimulus Bill: After political             
brinksmanship, Congress passed another supplemental $900B      
stimulus bill while indicating more is on its way in 2021. 
 
4. Fed Maintains Stimulus Plan: The Fed reaffirmed its       
commitment to keep interest rates low for the next several 
years and maintained its money printing/bond-buying program 
at $120B per month. 
 
5. Bitcoin Surges: Crypto-currency Bitcoin, often called “digital 
gold”, reached all-time highs in Q4, ending the year at nearly 
$29,000 per coin, +300% in 2020 and up +170% in Q4 alone. 

Q4 2020— A Strong Finish for 2020  
 After a bumpy ride heading into November’s US presidential    
election, stocks experienced a meteoric surge. This momentum      
ultimately continued through year-end with the S&P 500      
closing at all-time highs. 

S & P 500 Ends Year at All-Time Highs 
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 Several features of the Q4 rally are worth pointing out. Most notably, it was led by the 
first quarter’s worst performing markets and sectors. Previous laggards, like cyclicals, 
small caps, and value-oriented sectors, like energy, materials and industrials                   
outperformed big technology. Also, international stocks, which tend to have heavier 
weightings to cyclical sectors vs the tech-heavy US indices, outperformed. 
 It’s common for periods of strong stock market performance to conversely cause the 
performance of more defensive asset classes, like investment grade bonds or precious 
metals, to fall. However, even these assets managed to make minimal gains last quarter— 
only treasuries were slightly down. 
 This market action reflects an expectation for more stimulus and money printing. The 
Federal Reserve (Fed) reaffirmed its commitment to continue printing money at the pace 
of $120B per month to fund its bond-buying program. Congress managed to pass yet    
another supplemental stimulus bill before year-end. Most anticipate this trend to         
continue throughout the next administration. To follow, we will discuss how these        
dynamics might impact markets in the coming year. 
 
Bubble or Flood?  
 After the extraordinary rise in stocks (and nearly every other type of asset) in 2020, we frequently get the question “is the 
market in a bubble?” We don’t think so— at least not yet. Instead of a bubble, we think the market’s rise is really caused by a 
flood... of liquidity, a deluge of money being printed by the Fed is being spent by the government. Many believe this condition is 
unlikely to change with the new congress and administration. This dramatic increase in the supply of printed money to fund huge 
government stimulus is propelling markets. We remain cautiously bullish that these forces will continue applying upward        
pressure on prices in 2021. 
 
A Flood of Money 
 To understand this dynamic, it’s helpful to interpret 2020’s market performance not as stocks becoming suddenly more      
valuable, but instead as currencies (like the dollar) losing value relative to stocks because of en masse government printing and 
spending. 
 As we’ve explained in previous commentary, the pandemic has ushered in a new investment paradigm where valuations for all 
assets, but especially stocks and bonds, may be anchored higher for many years to come. This is thanks to the low bond yields          
engineered by central banks and extraordinary money printing being used to finance huge deficits. Furthermore, cash and bonds 
may no longer be the reliable portfolio safeguards or stores of value for the same reasons. Lastly, the risk of unwanted future  
inflation will likely be the highest in decades due to record worldwide government stimulus— creating the need for inflation    
protection in your portfolio going forward. 
 The common thread amongst these underlying forces is the influx of money being released by central banks to fund enormous 
government deficit spending, particularly in the US. This drove markets to all-time highs despite the worst global economic      
collapse in history... and are poised to continue in 2021. 
  
The Short-Term Risks 
 In such an unusual environment, we can expect the 
risks to be equally unique. The biggest short-term risks 
are those things capable of disrupting either 1) the pace 
and size of government spending (i.e. political impasse 
risk), or 2) the Fed’s current low-rates or money printing 
policy (i.e. surprise inflation). While the risk of political 
impasse has rarely been higher in US history— we still 
believe the political path of least resistance is for         
policymakers to pass more direct and program specific 
stimulus. At its current pace, we would expect that the 
US economy will be back to its pre-pandemic level soon, but still must make up for two years of missed growth. While few expect 
inflation to be a problem in the coming year, direct government spending does have the potential to be far more inflationary than 
the Fed’s monetary stimulus efforts. This increases the chances of unexpected inflation... major risk worth monitoring. Inflation 
risk is the most likely reason the Fed would reduce its current pace of money printing, which is currently almost twice the rate it 
was following the financial crisis of 2008. 
 
The Longer-Term Risks 
 Most people realize that running huge deficits funded by printed money must come with longer-term risks. The biggest      
long-term risk of this influx of cash is inadvertently triggering a collapse in global confidence in the US dollar — precipitating a 
dramatic fall in its value. Damaging global confidence in the USD (and thus impugning its status as the world’s de facto  reserve 
currency) could weaken one of the United States’ great competitive advantages. Since the end of WWII, the world has            
maintained an insatiable demand for US dollars thanks to its coveted reserve currency status. The USD’s status has smothered 

Figure 1: Growth in the Federal Reserve US Money Supply (M2, 2000—2020) 
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 Forbes recently released its 2021 Best-In-State Wealth Advisor Rankings and has named Barbara B.      

Hudock, CEO and Founding Partner of Hudock Capital Group, as one of the Best-In-State Wealth Advisors in 

Pennsylvania.  

 Barbara is the fourth highest-ranked woman wealth advisor, and is ranked #11 amongst all Eastern, PA 

advisors included in Forbes 2021 Pennsylvania Best-In-State Wealth Advisor Rankings.1   

  Forbes rankings are developed by SHOOK Research and chosen based upon an in-person interview,      

industry experience, compliance records, revenue produced and assets under management.  

  Barbara, who holds both the Certified Investment Management Analyst (CIMA) and Certified Portfolio 

Manager (CPM) professional designations, has more than four decades of experience in the wealth          

management industry. 

  Barbara said, “I am deeply humbled to be included again among our state’s top financial advisors by Forbes. I am proud to share this 

significant honor with our entire team of experienced professionals who devote themselves to making a positive and profound        

difference in the lives of our clients and the communities we serve. That’s the true reward because after all, it’s why we do what we 

do.” 

  In addition to personally focusing on the needs of high-net-worth individuals and families, Barbara’s philosophy of strategic         

philanthropic community support is a core value of the firm.  Embraced by the entire team and reflecting the same philosophy of the 

majority of the firm’s clients, Barbara and her team consistently support a variety of arts, health and education non-profit organizations 

throughout the region. 

  

1. Forbes Best-In-State Wealth Advisors, February 11, 2021, https://www.forbes.com/best-in-state-wealth-advisors/#497f1acf291d  

Forbes Ranks Barbara Hudock among Best-In-State  

our business cycles, funded our deficits, muted our inflation and enabled extraordinary 
consumer consumption. Losing that status could dull these benefits. The final         
manifestation of a meaningful dollar decline would be difficult inflation or wealth    
destruction, especially for those holding cash or bonds (generally the retired… who 
seek principal protection). 
 While the above represent a worst-case scenario— there is a bright side. With 
nearly every government in the world currently running the same “print and spend” 
playbook, the risk of the US dollar experiencing a singular collapse relative to other 
currencies is mitigated.  The other good news, in the short term, is that risks of this 
nature take time to build to critical mass. As these risks grow, policy markets will have 
time maneuver— although this might presumably trigger heightened market volatility. 
While these pressures remain muted, we expect the US and the other major world 
powers to maintain their current course. 
 
Conclusion 
 We believe the wise choice for investors in this current climate is to remain invested, as opposed to holding cash. We          
anticipate the current highly stimulative fiscal environment to continue through 2021, even as vaccinations increase and the 
world steadily normalizes. If so, this environment is likely to reward patient investors with well-diversified portfolios— that said, 
investors should expect higher volatility in the future, especially because the primary sources of risk will be largely political in  
nature, and therefore unpredictable. 
 
Reference: Economic Commentary with permission from Almanack, January 22, 2021. Redistribution is prohibited.  

The Fed Has Been Funding the 2020 Deficit 

 
 
Leslie enjoys getting to know people and has the opportunity to do so since joining HCG in 
November of 2020. She graduated from Messiah College in 1994 with a Bachelor of Arts degree 
and embraces lifelong learning. Although Leslie was born and raised in the Williamsport area, she 
loves traveling all over the world and is always planning her next adventure. She currently lives in 
Cogan Station with her family and enjoys DIY projects in her farmhouse while raising her chickens.   

https://www.forbes.com/best-in-state-wealth-advisors/#497f1acf291d
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If you have any suggested topics 
or feedback about the Hudock 
Capital  Newsletter, please feel 

free to call us and share! 

400 Market Street 
Suite 200 
Williamsport, PA 17701 
 

509 S. Main Street 
Athens, PA 18810 
(by appointment only) 
 

Phone: 570-326-9500 
Toll Free: 866-855-0569 
Fax: 570-326-9577 

www.hudockcapital.com 

Hudock Capital Group, LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor. Certain representatives 
of Hudock Capital Group, LLC are also Registered Representatives offering securities 

through APW Capital, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC. 100 Enterprise Drive, Suite 504,  
Rockaway, NJ, 07866 (800-637-3211). Hudock Capital Group does not render tax              

or legal advice. 

Barbara 

With a new year comes new perspective, and for me this year has been off to a great start. 
 
Due to issues with my back, I have been unable to ski for a very long time. However, this year, 
with a much healthier back (knock on wood!) AND some terrific snow, I’ve been able to visit our 
local ski resort a number of times and get lost in the joy of skiing (again). One of the best things 
about Ski Sawmill is that you ski free at age 70 . . . so I’m able to enjoy time on the slopes (even if I 
only have an hour or so) completely guilt free. Better still, my grandson Benner loves to ski, so I 
get to spend some special time with him as well. 
 
When the weather’s too cold to be outside, I’ve found myself once again turning to my long-
neglected piano. After over 50 years, I decided to take piano lessons (again) and am enjoying my 
piano more than ever. I doubt I’ll ever be good enough or comfortable enough to play for a group, 
but that’s not the point. I’ve learned that playing just for me brings me happiness. Some days, the 
simple act of taking a moment to sit down and play my piano makes all the difference. 
 
The message in all of this is simple— turning  the page on a new year has adjusted my                
perspective. The challenges of the past year reminded me that we’re never too old to learn (or    
re-learn) something new, even short amounts of time spent doing something special can bring 
long-lasting happiness, and the time to do the things we enjoy is NOW (especially when the fun can be with someone special)!  
 
Working with our talented team in the service of our wonderful clients is what brings great joy and purpose to my daily life. Now, 
for the first time in a long time, I have found a way to improve my life with two interests to explore (or re-explore) outside the 
office! With a simple adjustment of perspective, I have found that I can find greater happiness and, in turn, be in a position to 
offer even more to help my team and serve my clients better.  
 
As we go full steam ahead into 2021, look for those opportunities to adjust your perspective, and take advantage of them. For 
now, I am heading up to Ski Sawmill for an hour of skiing . . . I’m looking for a ski buddy, so let me know if you’d like to join 
me! Who knows, it just might change your perspective too. 
 
Warmest, 

2021 Holiday Events 
 

The Club at Shepard Hills 
Tuesday, December 7th 

11:00 am – 2:00 pm 
 

Williamsport Country Club 
Friday, December 10th 

11:00 am – 2:00 pm 
 

Williamsport Country Club 
Saturday, December 11th 

11:00 am – 2:00 pm 


